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Agnes Scott College Bulletin
Cicero's De Provinciis Consularibus Oratio
Letter collections in late antiquity give witness to the flourishing of letter-writing, with the
development of the mostly formulaic exchanges between elites of the Graeco-Roman world to
a more wide-ranging correspondence by bishops and monks, as well as emperors and Gothic
kings. The contributors to this volume study individual collections from the first to sixth
centuries CE, ranging from the Pauline and Deutero-Pauline letters through monastic letters
from Egypt, bishops' letter collections and early papal collections compiled for various
purposes. This is the first multi-authored study of New Testament and late antique letter
collections, crossing the traditional divide between these disciplines by focusing on Latin,
Greek, Coptic and Syriac epistolary sources. It draws together leading scholars in the field of
late antique epistolography from Australasia, Sweden, the United Kingdom and the United
States.

The Encyclopedia Americana
Considers the fate of the people and institutions that constituted Soviet culture

Cicero, Philippic 2, 44–50, 78–92, 100–119
In The School of Doubt Orazio Cappello presents a study of Cicero’s fragmentary
philosophical treatise on sense-perception, the Academica, examining the dialogue’s literary,
historiographical and theoretical texture.

Roman Literature under Nerva, Trajan and Hadrian
British Humanities Index
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Investigating the writings of the Francesco Filelfo (1398-1481), twelve scholars are shedding
new light on Filelfo's intellectual endeavors and literary journey. This collection offers new
inroads into Filelfo's vast oeuvre, and through it to the world of Quattrocento humanism.

Cicero's Letters
Cicero
Cicero was a prolific writer and a major political figure. The author argues that our
understanding both of Cicero's oeuvre and of the practice and theory of public life is
transformed if his writings are read as a unified whole in the context of Roman politics.

Cicero's "offices", Essays on Friendship & Old Age and Select Letters
Letters of Cicero
Cicero in Letters is a guide to the first extensive correspondence that survives from the GrecoRoman world. The more than eight hundred letters of Cicero that are its core provided literary
models for subsequent letter writers from Pliny to Petrarch to Samuel Johnson and beyond.
The collection also includes some one hundred letters by Cicero's contemporaries. The letters
they exchanged provide unique insight into the experience of the Roman political class at the
turning point between Republican and imperial rule. The first part of this study analyzes effects
of the milieu in which the letters were written. The lack of an organized postal system limited
the correspondence that Cicero and his contemporaries could conduct and influenced what
they were willing to write about. Their chief motive for exchanging letters was to protect political
relationships until they could resume their customary, face-to-face association in Rome.
Romans did not normally sign letters, much less write them in their own hand. Their
correspondence was handled by agents who drafted, expedited, and interpreted it. Yet every
letter advertised the level of intimacy that bound the writer and the addressee. Finally, the
published letters were not drawn at random from the archives that Cicero left. An editor
selected and arranged them in order to impress on readers a particular view of Cicero as a
public personality. The second half of the book explores the significance of leading themes in
the letters. It shows how, in a time of deepening crisis, Cicero and his correspondents drew on
their knowledge of literature, the habit of consultation, and the rhetoric of government in an
effort to improve cooperation and to maintain the political culture which they shared. The result
is a revealing look at Cicero's epistolary practices and also the world of elite social intercourse
in the late Republic.

Reading the Letters of Pliny the Younger
Francesco Filelfo, Man of Letters
The first holistic study of Roman literature and literary culture under Nerva, Trajan and Hadrian
(AD 96-138). Authors treated include Frontinus, Juvenal, Martial, Pliny the Younger, Plutarch,
Quintilian, Suetonius and Tacitus. Key topics and approaches include recitation, allusion,
intertextuality, 'extratextuality' and socioliterary interactions.
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Syllecta Classica
The writing of letters often evokes associations of a single author and a single addressee, who
share in the exchange of intimate thoughts across distances of space and time. This model
underwrites such iconic notions as the letter representing an 'image of the soul of the author' or
constituting 'one half of a dialogue'. However justified this conception of letter-writing may be in
particular instances, it tends to marginalize a range of issues that were central to epistolary
communication in the ancient world and have yet to receive sustained and systematic
investigation. In particular, it overlooks the fact that letters frequently presuppose and were
designed to reinforce communities-or, indeed, to constitute them in the first place. This volume
explores the interrelation of letters and communities in the ancient world, examining how
epistolary communication aided in the construction and cultivation of group-identities and
communities, whether social, political, religious, ethnic, or philosophical. A theoretically
informed Introduction establishes the interface of epistolary discourse and group formation as
a vital but hitherto neglected area of research, and is followed by thirteen case studies offering
multi-disciplinary perspectives from four key cultural configurations: Greece, Rome, Judaism,
and Christianity. The first part opens the volume with two chapters on the theory and practice
of epistolary communication that focus on ancient epistolary theory and the unavoidable
presence of a letter-carrier who introduces a communal aspect into any correspondence, while
the second comprises five chapters that explore configurations of power and epistolary
communication in the Greek and Roman worlds, from the archaic period to the end of the
Hellenistic age. Five chapters on letters and communities in Ancient Judaism and Early
Christianity follow in the third, part before the volume concludes with an envoi examining the
trans-historical, or indeed timeless, philosophical community Seneca the Younger construes in
his Letters to Lucilius.

Cicero in Letters
Irony and Self-knowledge in Francisco Lopez de Villalobos
This is a guide to the first extensive correspondence that survives from the Greco-Roman
world. The more than 800 letters of Cicero that are its core provided literary models for
subsequent letter writers from Pliny to Petrarch to Samuel Johnson and beyond.

Selected Letters
This collection of Cicero’s letters, in Latin with an introduction and notes by Frank Frost Abbott,
is representative of the whole collection that has descended to modern times. Arranged
chronologically, the selection is rich in the letters Cicero wrote to members of his family and
friends. They highlight his private character, tastes, daily life, and relations with his personal
and literary friends. The letters bearing on political matters outline Cicero’s public life and
times. In his introduction and annotations, Professor Abbott discusses the distinct
characteristics of epistolary versus colloquial Latin.

Helios
Letters and Communities
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The Correspondence of M. Tullius Cicero
The resurgence of interest in Cicero's political philosophy in the last twenty years demands a
re-evaluation of Cicero's ideal statesman and its relationship not only to Cicero's political
theory but also to his practical politics. Jonathan Zarecki proposes three original arguments:
firstly, that by the publication of his De Republica in 51 BC Cicero accepted that some sort of
return to monarchy was inevitable. Secondly, that Cicero created his model of the ideal
statesman as part of an attempt to reconcile the mixed constitution of Rome's past with his
belief in the inevitable return of sole-person rule. Thirdly, that the ideal statesman was the
primary construct against which Cicero viewed the political and military activities of Pompey,
Caesar and Antony, and himself.

Late Soviet Culture
Disciplining Christians reconsiders several of Augustine's most well-known letter exchanges. It
reads these correspondences with close attention to conventional epistolary norms and
practices, in an effort to identify and analyze Augustine's adaptation of the traditionally friendly
letter exchange to the correction of perceived error in the Christian community.

Subject to Whose Authority?
Cicero's Ideal Statesman in Theory and Practice
Laughter, Humor, and Comedy in Ancient Philosophy
The volumes in this series investigate early Christian literature in the context of Mediterranean
literature, religion, society, and culture. The authors use interdisciplinary methods informed by
social, rhetorical, and literary approaches to move beyond the limits of traditional literary
historical investigations. The studies presuppose that Christianity began as a Jewish
movement in various geographical, political, economic, and social locations in the GrecoRoman world.Botha contends that a socially responsible, reading of the Bible must include at
least four approaches: linguistic, literary, rhetorical, and social-scientific. He examines each of
these approaches theoretically, and then applies these methods to a reading of the obedience
to authorities passage in Romans 13:1-7. The book will be of particular interest to students of
biblical exegesis, New Testament, and the book of Romans.

The Material Letter in Early Modern England
Marcus Tullius Cicero (106-43 BCE) introduced Romans to the major schools of Greek
philosophy, forging a Latin conceptual vocabulary that was entirely new. But for all the
sophistication of his thinking, it is perhaps for his political and oratorical career that Cicero is
best remembered. He was the nemisis of Catiline, whose plot to overthrow the Republic he
famously denounced to the Senate. He was the selfless politician who turned down the
opportunity to join Julius Caesar and Pompey in their ruling triumvirate with Crassus. He was
briefly Rome's leading man after Caesar's assassination in 44 BCE.And he was the great
political orator whose bitter coflict with Mark Antony led to his own violent death in 43 BCE. In
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her authoritative survey, Gesine Manuwald evokes the many faces of Cicero as well as his
complexities and seeming contradictions. She focuses on his major works, allowing the great
writer to speak for himself. Cicero's rich legacy is seen to endure in the works of Quintilian and
the Church Fathers as well as in the speeches of Harry S. Truman and Barack Obama.

The School of Doubt
The first major socio-cultural study of manuscript letters and letter-writing practices in early
modern England. Daybell examines a crucial period in the development of the English
vernacular letter before Charles I's postal reforms in 1635, one that witnessed a significant
extension of letter-writing skills throughout society.

Ancient Letters
"Ancient philosophers were very interested in the themes of laughter, humor and comedy.
They theorized about laughter and its causes, moralized about the appropriate uses of humor
and what it is appropriate to laugh at, and wrote treaties on comedic composition. Further, they
were often merciless in ridiculing their opponents' positions, often borrowing comedic devices
and techniques from comic poetry and drama to do so. The volume is organized around three
themes that were important for ancient philosophers: the psychology of laughter, the ethical
and social norms governing laughter and humor. and the philosophical uses of humor and
comedic technique"--

Disciplining Christians
Perhaps no other single Roman speech exemplifies the connection between oratory, politics
and imperialism better than Cicero's De Provinciis Consularibus, pronounced to the senate in
56 BC. Cicero puts his talents at the service of the powerful "triumviri" (Caesar, Crassus and
Pompey), whose aims he advances by appealing to the senators' imperialistic and chauvinistic
ideology. This oration, then, yields precious insights into several areas of late republican life:
international relations between Rome and the provinces (Gaul, Macedonia and Judaea); the
senators' view on governors, publicani (tax-farmers) and foreigners; the dirty mechanics of high
politics in the 50s, driven by lust for domination and money; and Cicero's own role in that
political choreography. This speech also exemplifies the exceptional range of Cicero's oratory:
the invective against Piso and Gabinius calls for biting irony, the praise of Caesar displays high
rhetoric, the rejection of other senators' recommendations is a tour de force of logical and
sophisticated argument, and Cicero's justification for his own conduct is embedded in the selffashioning narrative which is typical of his post reditum speeches. This new commentary
includes an updated introduction, which provides the readers with a historical, rhetorical and
stylistic background to appreciate the complexities of Cicero's oration, as well as indexes and
maps.

Selected Letters of Cicero
A series of case studies in ancient letters, asking how each letter writer manipulates the
epistolary tradition, why he chose the letter form over any other, and what effect the publication
of volumes of collected letters might have had upon a reader's engagement with epistolary
works.
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New Testament Essays
Paul and First-Century Letter Writing
Informed by the historical evidence and with a sharp eye for telltale clues in the Apostle Paul's
letters, E. Randolph Richards takes us into his world and places us on the scene with Paul the
letter writer offering a glimpse that overthrows our preconceptions and offers a new
perspective on how this important portion of Christian Scripture came to be.

Reading Cicero
Cicero in Letters
When we are confronted with a work of art, what is its effect on us? In contrast to postEnlightenment conceptions, which tend to restrict themselves to aesthetic or discursive
responses, the ancient Greeks and Romans often conceived works of art as having a more
dynamic effect on their viewers, inspiring them to direct imitation of what they saw represented.
This notion of 'mimetic contagion' was a persistent and widespread mode of framing response
to art across the ancient world, discernible in both popular and elevated cultural forms, yet
deployed differently in various historical contexts; it is only under the specificity of a particular
cultural moment's concerns that it becomes most useful as a lens for understanding how that
culture is attempting to negotiate the problems of representation. After framing the
phenomenon in terms general enough to be applicable across many periods, literary genres,
and artistic media, this volume takes a particular literary work, Terence's Eunuch, as a starting
point, both as a vivid example of this extensive pattern, and as a case study situating use of
the motif within the peculiarities of a particular historical moment, in this case mid-secondcentury BC Rome and its anxieties about the power of art. One of the features of mimetic
contagion frequently noted in this study is its capacity to render the operation of a particular
work of art an emblem for the effect of representation more generally, and this is certainly the
case in the Eunuch, whereby the painting at the centre of the play functions as a metatheatrical
figure for the dynamics of mimesis throughout, illustrating how the concept may function as the
key to a particular literary work. Although mimetic contagion is only one available GrecoRoman strategy for understanding the power of art, by offering an extended reading of a single
work of literature through this lens, this volume demonstrates what ramifications closer
attention to it might have for modern readers and literary criticism.

Mimetic Contagion
Explores in depth how bilingualism in the correspondence of elite Romans illuminates their
lives, relationships and identities.

Thucydides
'How I wish that you had invited me to that most attractive feast on the Ides of March!' Cicero
lived through some of the most turbulent years in the history of Rome, and witnessed at firsthand the overthrow of the republic and its replacement by a tyranny. His letters to friends and
family are an astonishingly detailed record of daily life and politics in Rome. This selection,
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covering the years 68-43 BC, not merely documents in detail Cicero's career but
simultaneously provides a month-by-month record of the final collapse of the Roman senatorial
government. The letters provide from the inside a vivid picture of events from the high point of
Cicero's consulship of 63, through the humiliation of his exile and subsequent subjection to the
dynasts, to the assassination of Caesar in 44, and Cicero's brief hour of glory in leading
senatorial resistance to the tyranny of Mark Antony. In P. G. Walsh's lively new translation,
Cicero's correspondence once more brings alive the excitement and danger of ancient Rome.
ABOUT THE SERIES: For over 100 years Oxford World's Classics has made available the
widest range of literature from around the globe. Each affordable volume reflects Oxford's
commitment to scholarship, providing the most accurate text plus a wealth of other valuable
features, including expert introductions by leading authorities, helpful notes to clarify the text,
up-to-date bibliographies for further study, and much more.

Roman Letters
This is the first general introduction to Pliny's Letters published in any language, combining
close readings with broader context and adopting a fresh and innovative approach to reading
the letters as an artistically structured collection. Chapter 1 traces Pliny's autobiographical
narrative throughout the Letters; Chapter 2 undertakes detailed study of Book 6 as an artistic
entity; while Chapter 3 sets Pliny's letters within a Roman epistolographical tradition dominated
by Cicero and Seneca. Chapters 4 to 7 study thematic letter cycles within the collection,
including those on Pliny's famous country villas and his relationships with Pliny the Elder and
Tacitus. The final chapter focuses on the 'grand design' which unifies and structures the
collection. Four detailed appendices give invaluable historical and scholarly context, including
a helpful timeline for Pliny's life and career, detailed bibliographical help on over 30 popular
topics in Pliny's letters and a summary of the main characters mentioned in the Letters.

Selected letters of M. Tullius Cicero
The Language of Roman Letters
Politeness and Politics in Cicero's Letters presents a fresh examination of the letters
exchanged between Cicero and correspondents, such as Pompey, Julius Caesar and Mark
Antony during the final turbulent decades of the Roman Republic. Drawing upon sociolinguistic
theories of politeness, it argues that formal relationships between powerful members of the
elite were constrained by distinct conventions of courtesy and etiquette. By examining in detail
these linguistic conventions of politeness, Jon Hall presents new insights into the social
manners that shaped aristocratic relationships. The book begins with a discussion of the role of
letter-writing within the Roman aristocracy and the use of linguistic politeness to convey
respect to fellow members of the elite. Hall then analyzes the deployment of conventionalized
expressions of affection and goodwill to cultivate alliances with ambitious rivals and the
diplomatic exploitation of "polite fictions" at times of political tension. The book also explores
the strategies of politeness employed by Cicero and his correspondents when making requests
and dispensing advice, and when engaging in epistolary disagreements. (His exchanges with
Appius Claudius Pulcher, Munatius Plancus, and Mark Antony receive particular emphasis.) Its
detailed analysis of specific letters places the reader at the very heart of Late Republican
political negotiations and provides a new critical approach to Latin epistolography.
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Proceedings and Report of Council of Education
Politeness and Politics in Cicero's Letters
Cicero composed his incendiary Philippics only a few months after Rome was rocked by the
brutal assassination of Julius Caesar. In the tumultuous aftermath of Caesar’s death, Cicero
and Mark Antony found themselves on opposing sides of an increasingly bitter and dangerous
battle for control. Philippic 2 was a weapon in that war. Conceived as Cicero’s response to a
verbal attack from Antony in the Senate, Philippic 2 is a rhetorical firework that ranges from
abusive references to Antony’s supposedly sordid sex life to a sustained critique of what
Cicero saw as Antony’s tyrannical ambitions. Vituperatively brilliant and politically committed, it
is both a carefully crafted literary artefact and an explosive example of crisis rhetoric. It
ultimately led to Cicero’s own gruesome death. This course book offers a portion of the original
Latin text, vocabulary aids, study questions, and an extensive commentary. Designed to
stretch and stimulate readers, Ingo Gildenhard’s volume will be of particular interest to
students of Latin studying for A-Level or on undergraduate courses. It extends beyond detailed
linguistic analysis to encourage critical engagement with Cicero, his oratory, the politics of laterepublican Rome, and the transhistorical import of Cicero’s politics of verbal (and physical)
violence.

Collecting Early Christian Letters
Roman Letters offers a rich selection of original translations of ancient Roman letters spanning
from the 1st century BCE to the 2nd century CE. Chronologically arranged and grouped
according to author or collection, the letters cover various topics and themes selected from a
broad range of authors. A unique single volume text that makes classical letters accessible and
readable to undergraduates and the non-specialist reader Presents a wide range of authors
and material, with over 200 selected texts Includes selections that illustrate a complete cycle of
correspondence, as well as letters written by the same author and covering the same
topic/theme but sent to different recipients Letters are arranged chronologically, with letters
grouped according to author or collection An accompanying website offers additional,
complementary letters Topical index highlights various topics and themes represented by the
letters
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